Rites And Rituals Of The Bodo In Agricultural Operation
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The Bodos are agriculturist. They cultivate different kinds of crops like Bawa, Ashu, Sali etc. during the time of summer season.\(^1\) No doubt, the Bodos are good cultivator and they are self dependent. In this regard Rev. Sydney Endle says that the Bodos are especially skillful in the construction of irrigation canals and earth-work embankments for diverting water from river beds into their rice fields and their efforts in this direction are very largely aided by their closely ethnic organization.\(^2\) It is stated that when they proceeded and settled in the valley of Assam and some parts of North East India, they had crossed their earlier stages of life and became nomadic farmer.\(^3\) In earlier time, when they practiced Jhum or shifting cultivation they always tried to find out virgin land which could provide more productivity. With the passage of time, they gave up Jhum or shifting cultivation and started settled agriculture with ploughshare and other allied agricultural implements. However, concrete evidence has not been found so far when the practice of pre-agricultural activities and Jhum cultivation had been abandoned by the Bodos and when they have started agriculture with ploughshare and other agricultural implements. Even today the majorities of the Bodos are cultivators and inhabited in the village. Whenever the rainfall threatens to be below the average, the cultivators with their elders go to the field to bring the water to the paddy field from the nearest river.\(^4\)
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INTRODUCTION

Pre-Agricultural Ritual:

Before starting the actual ploughing the Bodos used to go to their own paddy field and select a site for the performance of the certain pre-agricultural rites and rituals. The selected site is plastered with water and placed a banana leaf on it with the following items towards the north-south direction for the purpose of the offering to Mainao (goddess of wealth):

i. Thalir Bilai (banana leaf)
ii. Thulsi Bilai (basil leaf)
iii. Thalir Phithai (banana fruit)
iv. Alari Bathi (an earthen pot for illumination)
v. Mairong (uncooked rice)
vi. Gaiker (milk)
vii. Goi (areca nuts)
viii. Phathwi (betel leaves)
ix. Dhup (incense stick)
x. Kundung Aowa (white cotton thread)
xi. Thao Gubwi (mustard oil)

No Dwori or Oja is required for this rites and rituals as it is performed by head of the family or concern farmer. While offering is made the concern persons kneel down facing to the east and recited the following words:

In this ritual both man and woman are allowed to take part and the propitiation of other gods and goddesses are also done. As and when the offering is over, the farmer or any male member of the family used to start ploughing.

**Bawa Mai:**

*Bawa Mai* (*Bawa* rice) is cultivated in the month of *Chaitra* (in Bangla Calendar).\(^7\) The growing grasses in that agricultural field have to be uprooted properly. After the completion of the tilling the land and uprooting the grasses the seeds are sown and covered with the help of harrow. Generally, it grows up to four (4) or five (5) feet high over the water level.\(^8\) It is also stated that in case of the *Bawa* rice, no proper care is required if once seedling is completed.\(^9\) Before sowing seeds, the head of the family or concern cultivator offer or the a pair of areca nuts, betel leaves, *Dhup* etc. for the buffer harvest of rice to goddess *Mainao*.

**Ashu Mai:**

The cultivation of *Ashu Mai* (*Ashu* rice) is done in the month of *Paghun* and *Cwitra* of Bangla Calendar with the following methods of cultivation:\(^10\)

\textit{a. Hadriao Phwnai} (sowing seeds in dusty soil)

\textit{b. Habruao Phwnai} (sowing seeds in muddy)

\textit{c. Habruao Gainai} (plantation in muddy)

\textbf{a. Hadriao Phwnai:} In this method the land is tilled to make it soft and dusty. All the grasses present in the fields are uprooted and make it clean. After properly tilled and the uprooting the grasses the seeds are sown. A harrow is used to cover the seeds with the loose soil. When the height of rice is reaching upto six or seven inches, cleaning of the grass and loosing of the soil in the paddy field is done with the help of *Beda* (a tool made of wood for removing weeds and loosing soil used by the Bodos). This cleaning and loosing is called as *Ashu Beda Hwnai*. The purpose for conducting *Ashu Beda Hwnai* is to remove unwanted grasses which disturb to the growth of the rice and to slack or to make loose the soil of the field for the healthy of the rice.\(^11\)
b. **Habruao Pwnai:** In the method of *Habruao Phwnai* the land is tilled to make muddy or grimy one. The seeds are put into an air tied bag and put into water about two days till the seeds are sprouted. The germinated seeds are sown in the tilling field. As and when *Beda Hwnai* is necessary, it required to be done in the field to produce more crops.

c. **Habruao Gainai:** In this method the agricultural land is made muddy by tilling and properly leveled it. Firstly, the required rice seeds are put into bag and tied it. After that the bag is put into water till the seeds are sprouted. When seeds are perfectly sprouted, they are sown in the field. When saplings are enough mature for final transplantation, they are pulled out and transplanted in the paddy field.

Harvesting of the *Ashu* rice is normally done after two and half or three months from the date of sowing the seeds or plantation. However, at present day the cultivation of *Ashu Mai* is almost discarded by the Bodos as it produce lees crops. So, the Bodos of today started cultivations verities of the rice which are high yielding crops.

**Maisali Mai:**

The Bodos grow mainly *Maisali Mai* (*Maisali* rice) rather than that of *Bawa Mai* and *Ashu Mai*. The cultivation of these verities of rice is done in between the *Bwisag* and *Badra* months of Bangla calendar). During this period the required rain used to get for the cultivation of *Maisali* rice. To plant *Maisali* rice, the Bodos plough the land four times to destroy the grasses and make the soil soft i.e. *Karainai, Samwr hwnai, Boro Hwnai* and *Pwmwnnai*. The following two methods are adopted for the cultivations of the *Maisali* rice:

i. *Leosia* and

ii. *Kasia*

i. **Leosia:**

Under this method land is tilled and make muddy as well as properly leveled it. For the purpose of the germinating seeds, it is put into the air tied bag for two or three days in the water. When the seeds are properly sprouted, they are sown in the field for final transplantation. This is called *Khwthia Phwnai* (*sowing seeds of paddy*) by the Bodos.
Before the sowing seeds the Bodos used to perform certain agricultural rituals in their own home in the name of Mainao. This ritual is executed in the Bathou altar placing a banana leaf on it with the following items towards the north-south direction: Thalir Bilai (banana leaf), Thulsi Bilai (basil leaf), Thalir Phithai (banana fruit), Alari Bari (an earthen pot for illumination), Mairong (uncooked rice), Gaiker (milk), Goi (areca nuts), Phathwi (betel leaves), Dhup (incense stick), Kundung Aowa (white cotton thread), Thao Gubwi (mustard oil), etc.

This ritual is performed by head of the family or concern farmer without taking the assistance of Dowri or Oja. The concern person is facing his face towards the east direction and sitting in kneel down position. He utters the following words at the time of offering is made:


Khwthia Phunai:

Khwthia Phunai is called uprooting the seedling in Bodo. Under this method the nurseries are uprooted after twenty (20) or twenty one (21) days from the date of the sowing the seeds. In this time the Bodos follow some traditional custom. When the sapling becomes mature, the elderly female member of the family offers a pair of areca nut and betel leaf lighting the incense sticks in Bathou altar in the name of Mainao (goddess of wealth) and starts uprooting the seedling. The pulled out nurseries are transplanted in the agricultural field.

ii. Kasia:

In the Kasia method, the saplings are transplanted temporarily in the paddy field for twenty (20) to twenty five (25) days. After that, they are pulled out and the upper part of the foliage has been cut off for the re-transplantation. It is believed that by doing re-plantation in such a way more crops will be produced. So, Kasia method is generally practiced with the aim to produce more crops. The work of the cultivation of the rice is normally started in the month of April. The month of November or December is the period for harvesting.

Mai Gaijenai:
Mai Gaijenai is meant the first plantation of the paddy by the Bodos. The followers of Bathouism, the traditional religion of the Bodos have been observing certain rite and rituals for the beginning of their plantation work till today as per their custom and tradition. For this purpose, the head of the family is selected an auspicious day. On the selected day an elderly woman of the family is lighted an Alari Bathi at the Bathou altar and offered the items like Thalir Bilai (banana leaf) Thulsi Bilai (basil leaf), Thalir Phithai (banana fruit), Mairong (uncooked rice), Gaiker (milk), Goi (areca nuts), Phathwi (betel leaves), Dhup (incense stick), etc. in the name of the Mainao with the following prayer words:\textsuperscript{18}

\textit{Dohai Afa, Noni giri Bangni giri nwng afa, Bwrai Bathounao Alari saonanwi, Maikhou dinwi akhai lajennai jabai, Jababw-lwngbabw jwbnw mwnnai nonga, Muthasea sni mutha janangwn afa, Nwng bifani bwrao, Jamnw mwnnai nonga, Semnw mwnnai nonga, Song Bwrai - Song Burini, Bwrao Noni giri bangni giri, Jeblabw-Janayao lwngnaiyao, Mwjngwi mwjang lakhinangwn, Alari bathi jwngnai baidi, Fisafwrni khafalao jwnghw nanggwn, De, dohai afa Bwrai Bathou.}

After performance of the ritual is over, women members of the family along with the other female members of the village are going to the agricultural field. When they reached the paddy field, the woman of the concern family lighted a Alari Bathi (an earthen lamp which is made of mud and put some oil on it and thread is there for lighting) in the corner of the filed which had already been done ploughing. With the completions of the offering of Alari Bathi in the paddy field, all the women who came to the field started plantation with the saplings which kept ready for the purpose.\textsuperscript{19}

\textit{Nangwl Jangkhra:}

As and when the activities of cultivation including plantation of the paddy in a season is completed, each family of the farmer is organized a feast for those villagers or persons who were involved in their agricultural work which is known as \textit{Nangwl Jangkra} by the Bodos. On that day, they have enjoyed by smearing and throwing mud with each other. On that occasion abundance of Jwo (rice beer), Oma Bedor (pork), Dao Bedor (chicken), Hangsw (duck), Na (fish) etc. are offer to those people who had undertook in the cultivation work.\textsuperscript{20}
Mainao Lainay:

A ritual which performed in the pre-harvesting of the paddy is called Mainao Lainai. Mainao Lainai denotes to bring the Goddess of wealth to the house. This ritual is performed to keep the grain of paddy at the granary. In this ritual an elderly woman or a woman of the family arranged an offering to Mainao by placing the following items at the Bathou altar on a banana leaf. The items are: Thalir Bilai (banana leaf), Thulsi Bilai (Basil leaf), Thalir Phithai (Banana fruit), Alari Bathi (an earthen pot for illumination), Mairong (uncooked rice), Gaiker (milk), Goi (areca nuts), Phathwi (betel leaves), Dhup (incense stick), Kundung Aowa (white cotton thread), Thao Gubwi (mustard oil).

When offering is made, the elderly woman or woman of the family utter the following words:

In the next day of the offering, an elderly female member of the family goes to the paddy field early in the morning after taking bath. This is mainly done before the sun rise. While she is going to the paddy field, she is required to carry the following items:

i. Dwi Gwthar (holy water)
ii. Dhup (incense stick)
iii. Thulsi (basil leaves)
iv. Thalir Bilai (banana leave)
v. Jorase Goi Phithai (a pair of areca nut)
vi. Phathwi (betel leaves)
vii. Khasi (sickle)

When she reached the paddy field, she sprinkles the holy water on the paddy which is to be brought to the home to keep in the granary. After the completion of sprinkle of the holy water on the particular paddy, she placed all the items mention above on a banana leaf and offering is made to the Mainao. With this offering she started cutting some of the matured paddy which she will put in the banana leaf and tied it. Then, she will carry that binding paddy on her head and proceed to her house in the silent mode. The paddy which she brought to the home is kept in the granary with the belief that Goddess Mainao has brought and a place is given for her in the granary to make the family rich and wealthy.\(^\text{23}\)
Mai Hanai:

*Mai Hanai* denotes cutting of rice plant. Before the harvesting of the reaped paddy, a ritual is performed in which offering is made to the *Mainao* with the items like- areca nuts, betel leaves, *Dhup* etc. in a selected site of the paddy field. After this ritual is over, the actual work of the harvesting i.e. cutting of the mature paddy will be started and carried them to the house directly by making bundles. Sometimes, the cuttings of the paddy are kept in the paddy field for two or three days for more exposing to the sunlight to become more dry. In earlier days, the women carried the sheaves on their hand whereas the men carried with the help of *Sulabari* on their shoulder. Sometimes bullock cart also used to carry the sheaves.

Mara Hwnai:

Spreading of sheaves is called *Mara Hwnai* in Bodo. No ritual has been found in the *Mara Hwnai*. To spread the sheaves on the ground from shell, the Bodos used two or more bullocks by tiding side by side and made them to move round. When the rice is separated, the grains are stored in the *Bakri* (granary) or *Duli* (rice container made of bamboo).

Wngkham Gwrlwi Jahwnay:

Eating of new rice is called *Wngkham Gwrlwi Jahwnay* in Bodo. *Wngkham Gwrlwi Jahwnay* is organized in the month of December. For eating the new rice, the grains which had stored in the granary will take out and expose in the sunlight by placing on a bamboo mat or on the ground which is already plastered at the courtyard. When the grains are dried up they are dash in wooden mortar which is called *Uwal* with the help of pestle, the *Gaihen* in Bodo. Then a *Songrai* (winnowing fan) and *Sandri* (sieve) are used to separate the grain from the husk. Before eating the new rice, the concern family offer prayer not only the *Bathou Bwrai* and *Mainao* but also other gods and goddesses with the help of *Dwori* or *Oja*. Until and unless this offering is not completed, nothing can be cooked or consume by any member of the family. The following items are arranged for of the *Puja*:

a. *Thalir Bilai* (banana leaf)
b. *Thulsi Bilai* (basil leaf)
c. *Thalir Phithai* (banana fruit)  
d. *Alari Bathi* (an earthen pot for illumination)  
e. *Mairong* (uncooked rice)  
f. *Gaiker* (milk)  
g. *Goi* (areca nuts)  
h. *Phathwi* (betel leaves)  
i. *Dhup* (incense stick)  
j. *Kundung Aowa* (white cotton thread)  
k. *Thao Gubwi* (mustard oil)  
l. *On* (grain rice)

When offering prayer the following mantras are recited:


When the prayer is over the concern family started cooking the new rice and *Onla Wngkri* which is the traditional curry of the Bodos specially prepared with rice powder with chicken. It is compulsory for every family of the Bodos to prepared *Onla Wngkri* during the *Wngkam Gwrlwi Janai*. Other items such as *Oma Bedor* (pork), *Hangsw* (duck), *Bwrma* (mutton), *Na* (fish), vegetables etc. are also cooked. *Jwo* or *Jumai* (rice-beer) is also offered in abundance. Cooked items are firstly offered to deceases of the concern family and gods and goddesses, mainly to the *Bwrai Bathou* and *Mainao Buri* and started consuming.

**CONCLUSION**
No doubt, the Bodo possess very rich tradition of the in rites, rituals and ceremony. Some of the rituals are totally associated with the agricultural operation. In course of the agricultural work, the agricultural activities are always in associations with the rites, rituals and ceremonies. The custom and tradition of the ritual practice in agricultural work are still in vogue.
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26. A tool used during time of dashing of rice.

27. A kind of tool used to broke the rice sheaves.

28. A kind of tool used to separate the broken grain rice.


31. Traditional curry of Bodos specially cooked with rice powder.